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Garson J.A.:

1 This is an application by Sun Peaks Resort Corporation ("Sun Peaks Resort") for an order pursuant to
Rule 2(2) of the Court of Appeal Rules, B.C. Reg. 127/2010, that it be added as a respondent in the within ap-
peal and that the appeal be expedited. The respondent on the appeal and on this application is the Adams Lake
Indian Band. Adams Lake says that the judgment under appeal has no direct legal impact on Sun Peaks Resort
and the application should be dismissed. The Lieutenant Governor in Council ("the Crown"), the appellant, takes
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no position on this application. Sun Peaks Resort Municipality ("the Municipality"), a respondent on appeal, did
not appear in response to the application.

Background Facts

2 Adams Lake is one of three bands that form the Lakes Division of the Secwepemc Nation. The
Secwepemc Nation claims Aboriginal rights and title to lands encompassing a parcel of land known as the Sun
Peaks Controlled Recreation Area and has made its claims known to federal and provincial governments since
1860.

3 Sun Peaks Resort is a mountain resort that includes developed areas at the base of the resort lands and re-
creational ski areas at higher altitudes. Until the 1990s, Sun Peaks Resort was a small ski hill operated under the
name of Tod Mountain.

4 In 1993, the Province entered into a master development agreement (the "MDA") with Tod Mountain
(now Sun Peaks Resort) that contemplated a phased expansion of the ski hill by the development of resort facil-
ities and recreational improvements. To facilitate this expansion, the MDA permitted the purchase of Crown
lands within the traditional areas claimed by Adams Lake.

5 The MDA brought about a rapid expansion of the ski resort, and with the expansion came increased con-
flict with the Bands, who claimed that the MDA infringed their Aboriginal title to the land and their traditional
use and occupation of Sun Peaks.

6 The residents of Sun Peaks sought to attain status as an incorporated Municipality. The process towards
incorporation began in 2005 when a committee of volunteers, who were residents of Sun Peaks, formed the Sun
Peaks Incorporation Study Committee to investigate the feasibility of incorporation as a mountain resort Muni-
cipality.

7 In the years that followed, consultation between the Bands and the Province took place with respect to
three issues.

a. "In-stream" applications made by Sun Peaks Resort to the Province for authorization to proceed with fur-
ther work to develop aspects of the resort pursuant to the MDA. These include applications for licenses of
occupation and approval for forestry operations.

b. A proposed amendment to the MDA which would directly authorize the pre-approved development of
Sun Peaks Resort. This would reduce the role of government discretion, authorization and oversight in the
ongoing development of the resort.

c. Incorporation of the Municipality.

8 Although urged by Adams Lake to amalgamate these consultations into one process due to their intimate
connection, the Province treated the issues separately. The Province announced that the incorporation consulta-
tion was completed in July 2009.

9 Incorporated status was granted to the Municipality on March 25, 2010, by the issuance of Letters Patent
pursuant to Order in Council No. 158/2010. On June 28, 2010, Sun Peaks became Sun Peaks Mountain Resort
Municipality.
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10 On July 9, 2010, the Band petitioned for judicial review of the Lieutenant Governor in Council's decision
to grant incorporated status to the Municipality on the basis that the Province did not adequately consult with the
Band before it permitted the incorporation of the Municipality.

11 Sun Peaks Resort was not named in nor served with the petition, and it did not participate in the hearing.

12 On March 4, 2011, Bruce J. allowed the Band's petition. She declared that the Province had not fulfilled
its constitutional duty to consult with the Band with respect to the incorporation of the Municipality prior to the
issuance of the Order in Council. She ordered the Province to engage in a deep consultation process with regard
to the incorporation of the Municipality in a manner that reflects the strength of the Aboriginal claims and the
serious impact on the Band's interests. She further ordered the Province to include consultation about the incor-
poration of the Municipality in its ongoing consultation process with the Band concerning the MDA and the
transfer of the timber administration.

13 On March 31, 2011, the Lieutenant Governor in Council filed a notice of appeal of Justice Bruce's order.

14 On May 13, 2011, Newbury J.A. dismissed Sun Peaks Resort's application to be added as a respondent to
the appeal because the order below had not yet been finalized or entered. However, she granted Sun Peaks Re-
sort leave to reapply once the order below was entered or after June 30, 2011, whichever date was earlier. The
parties have, to date, been unable to settle the order below. Thus the renewed application is now before the
Court

15 The parties have drafted their respective versions of the formal order of Bruce J., but cannot as between
themselves settle the order. The disputed term is as follows (para. 4):

This court orders that the province include the consultation concerning the incorporation in the on-going
consultation process concerning an amendment of the Sun Peaks' master development agreement and trans-
fer of timber administration.

[Emphasis added.]

The only word in dispute is "amendment". As a consequence of the parties' inability to settle the terms of the or-
der, a hearing to settle the order has been scheduled before the Bruce J. in September 2011.

The Legal Test to Join a Party on Appeal

16 Sun Peaks Resort submits that Rule 2 sets a low threshold for the addition of a party as a respondent on
appeal. Sun Peaks Resort contends that it merely needs to be a person who "could be affected by the order re-
quested". Sun Peaks Resort relies on British Columbia Ferry Corp. v. T & N, plc (1994), 2 B.C.L.R. (3d) 26
(C.A.) at paras. 10 — 13 for the proposition that the proper test to add a non-party as a respondent on appeal is
not a stringent one.

17 Adams Lake counters that in order to add a non-party as a respondent the jurisprudence requires that the
order from which the appeal is taken have a direct effect on the legal rights of the parties. Adams Lake cites
Canada (Attorney General) v. Aluminum Co. of Canada (1987), 10 B.C.L.R. (2d) 371 (C.A.) at 379, for the pro-
position that a party may only be added if the question to be adjudicated between the existing parties cannot be
adjudicated unless the new party is added. Here Adams Lake says the question of the adequacy of consultation
may be adjudicated without the involvement of Sun Peaks Resort.
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18 Illustrative of the "direct effect" approach is the case of South Pacific Import, Inc. v. Ho, 2009 BCCA 9at
para. 16, in which Saunders J.A. in Chambers, dismissed an application that a law firm be added as a respondent
to the appeal on the basis that issues as between the non-party applicant and the parties were not adjudicated
upon in the decision appealed from:

The claim against it by Ms. Ngo, although arising from the order of Mr. Justice Blair, raises factual issues
distinct from those resolved by him; it is in the nature of a fresh claim that must first be pursued in the Su-
preme Court of British Columbia. ...The law firm had no direct interest in the outcome of the proceeding be-
fore Mr. Justice Blair, and it is therefore not a situation where the issues between Ms. Ngo and Lang
Michener, in any sense, have been adjudicated. Nor have any proceedings in this Court to date resolved any
issues relating to Lang Michener's liability for repayment of any money.

[Emphasis added.]

19 It is my view that in a polycentric consultation case such as this, the usual requirements to add a party on
appeal ought to be applied in a somewhat more flexible manner than might be the case where the legal relation-
ship(s) at issue are more clearly defined as they usually are in a case based on contract or tort. Here, it is the
Crown who bears the responsibility to consult, not the private entity, but it is the private entity's rights that may
be severely impacted if that consultation duty is not adequately fulfilled by the Crown, or by the manner in
which the consultation is conducted by the Crown.

20 I will now turn to consider Sun Peaks Resort's contention that its contractual rights under the MDA are
affected or could be affected by the order that the Crown consult. In doing so I will first turn to the reasons for
judgment.

Analysis

21 Sun Peaks Resort says that the judgment now under appeal affects its rights as a party to the MDA. That
agreement, between the Province of British Columbia and Sun Peaks Resort provides for staged development of
the ski resort. Sun Peaks Resort did not join in this litigation because the application before the Supreme Court
was simply an application to quash the Order in Council incorporating the Municipality. The relief claimed in
the petition is:

1. Order-in — Council No. 158/2010, dated March 25, 2010 be set aside;

2. the Letters Patent issued pursuant to that Order-in-Council be set aside or declared to be of no force and
effect;

3. this Court declare there has been inadequate consultation with the Adams Lake First Nation and the
Lakes Division of the Secwepemc Nation before the approval of Order-in Council No. 158/2010;

4. such further and other order as counsel may advise and this Honourable Court may permit; and

5. as against the Lieutenant Governor-in Council only, its costs of this Petition.

22 Sun Peaks Resort says that, notwithstanding the narrow scope of the claims made in the petition, the sub-
missions of counsel at the trial and the resulting reasons which reflected those submissions resulted in a judg-
ment that does in fact affect Sun Peaks Resort's rights under the MDA. It is on this basis that Sun Peaks applies
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to be joined as a full party to the appeal in order that it may make submissions at the appeal concerning the af-
fect of the judgment on it.

23 In her reasons for judgment Bruce J. found that the Province did not conduct a preliminary assessment of
the strength of the Adams Lake claim for Aboriginal rights and title as a first step in its consultation about the
potential incorporation of the Municipality, and thus she concluded that the Province failed to adequately fulfill
the first stage of the consultation process.

24 She also found that the Province misconceived the significant potential impact a change in local govern-
ment might have on the Aboriginal interests claimed by the Band. In addition, she found that the incorporation
of the Municipality significantly enhanced the ability of Sun Peaks Resort to influence and control municipal
policies and actions beyond the supervision of the Province.

25 Next she noted that, as it is the development of Sun Peaks Resort that is really the focus of the Band's
concerns with respect to the protection of their Aboriginal rights and title, enhancing the power of Sun Peaks
Resort to control and direct the policies of the Municipality to suit its vision of the future for resort development
clearly has a potential to create an adverse impact on the interests claimed by the Band.

26 She concluded that the Province failed to engage in the meaningful, deep consultation required and that
the First Nations Advisory Committee, offered by the Province as accommodation, was not in the range of reas-
onable outcomes.

27 Sun Peaks Resort submits that the judgment below has had an immediate detrimental effect on its present
rights under the MDA. It submits that portions of the reasons for judgment oblige the Province to consult on
matters already agreed to under the MDA.

28 It submits that, at a minimum, the "deep consultation" ordered effectively subjects Sun Peaks Resort's
business to delays that are in breach of its existing contractual rights. Already, three in-stream applications
which were outstanding at the time of the judgment have been left unresolved in breach of the time requirements
of the MDA due to the obligation to consult the Band. The Crown has advised Sun Peaks Resort that the delay in
processing the in-stream applications is attributable to its interpretation of the judgment under appeal. Sun Peaks
Resort says that these delays impair its ability to continue to operate its existing business and to grow and devel-
op the resort as is contemplated by the MDA.

29 Sun Peaks Resort submits that it was a central plank of both the Band's argument and Bruce J.'s decision
that the incorporation of the Municipality was inextricably intertwined with the development of the resort. Bruce
J.'s finding that the incorporation had an adverse effect on the Band was premised on her assumption that the in-
corporation enhanced Sun Peaks Resort's power to control and direct the policies of the Municipality to suit its
vision for the future of resort development.

30 As noted above, the application before me has already been adjourned on one occasion because of the
parties' inability to settle the terms of the order. Sun Peaks Resort argues vigorously that it matters not whether
the word "amendment" is included or excluded in the formal order. Its rights remain directly affected. Sun Peaks
Resort argues that this Court should make the decision now as to whether it may be joined as a respondent

31 Counsel for Adams Lake says such relief is unnecessary in this case. He says that Sun Peaks Resort is
not affected by the order. He says that at trial no orders were sought or made in respect to the existing MDA or
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the in-stream applications made under the MDA.

32 He says that Sun Peaks is confusing those portions of the judgment in which the judge ordered consulta-
tion (the incorporation and proposed amendments to the MDA) in respect of which Bruce J. said the Province
must consult, with the in-place MDA in respect of which Bruce J. made no order. He says that the Province has
in place an initiative to amend all development agreements for all ski resorts in the whole province. The
Province has always taken the position that it has to consult over the new form of proposed MDAs. He points
out that Sun Peaks Resort has not agreed to an amendment and may never do so, thus the amendment to the
MDA may never occur in respect to Sun Peaks Resort. He says that what the judge is talking about is the con-
sultation with respect to the proposed amendment. He says Bruce J. clearly distinguishes between the in-place
MDA and the proposed amended MDA.

33 Counsel for Adams Lake argues that this whole application is premature. He says that if the order, when
it is finally settled, refers only to the amended MDA, then Sun Peaks Resort's rights are not affected at all. He
says that I should be cautious about interpreting the judge's order before the order is entered, and that until the
order is settled it cannot be determined if Sun Peaks Resort should be added to the appeal.

34 He also contends that if Sun Peaks Resort is of the view that the Province is in breach of the MDA by
failing to act on in-stream applications it should pursue the appropriate administrative remedies. Next, he argues
that, in any event, the cases on whether a party's rights are affected would indicate that it must be direct legal
rights. He cites Beckman v. Little Salmon/Carmacks First Nation, 2010 SCC 53, [2010] 2 S.C.R. 103; British
Columbia Ferry Corp. v. T & N plc (1994), 2 B.C.L.R. (3d) 26; Oxford Holdings Ltd. v. Peoples Trust Co., 2004
BCCA 323; Schultz v. NRS Block Bros. Ltd. (1 October 1996), Vancouver CA019317 (B.C.C.A. in Chambers);
and Decker v. Canada (Superintendent of Bankruptcy), 2009 ABCA 287. He says that the order made by Bruce
J. does not directly affect Sun Peaks Resort's legal rights.

35 It is far from certain that Sun Peaks Resort's rights are affected at all by this decision. But on an applica-
tion such as this, I cannot make a determination about what might turn out to be the very question on the appeal.
The scope and extent of the Province's consultation duties and whether existing contractual arrangements (the
MDA) are entirely immune from such consultation duties may be live issues on appeal.

36 In my view, the correct approach is (as I have said) a flexible one. Sun Peaks Resort has satisfied me that
its rights may be affected, possibly significantly. Balancing the prejudice as between the parties would favour
permitting Sun Peaks Resort to be added as a respondent. Any prejudice to Adams Lake may be remedied in
costs. If at the end of the day, it transpires that the addition of Sun Peaks Resort was unnecessary, or unfounded,
Adams Lake would presumably seek a remedy in costs. Adams Lake has expressed concern that the inclusion of
Sun Peaks Resort may require the Court to consider on appeal new issues that were not considered at trial. I do
not agree that this is a significant concern. As I understand the position of Sun Peaks Resort it wishes to argue
that the judgment embraced an overly broad view of the Crown's duty to consult, one that required the Crown to
consult over in-place contractual arrangements with Sun Peaks Resort. That issue was a live issue at trial and
will no doubt continue to be a live issue on appeal.

Disposition

37 The application of Sun Peaks Resort to be added as a respondent on the appeal is granted. The style of
cause in the appeal should be amended accordingly. At this time, I make no orders in respect to expedited ap-
peals or length of factums. All parties have liberty to apply if necessary for further orders respecting the timing
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of their filings, and the format and length of factums.

END OF DOCUMENT
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